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What’s New in Version 18.10
Exchange Pro 18.10 includes a new "Mailboxes & Public Folders" tab in the O365 Forest Settings which gives you
the ability to enable/disable and filter rationalization of Mailboxes and/or Public Folders. This release also includes
fixes and changes to address issues discovered since the release of version 4.6.
Going forward, the release version number now represents the year and month of the release (18.10). The last GA
release of Exchange Pro was 4.6 released in May 2018.

Release Notes 18.10
•

An issue where the destination rationalization mailbox user counts were inconsistent has been resolved.
(54189)

•

Bi-directional Public Folder synchronization is now supported using an Outlook 2016 MAPI profile. (54196)

•

To resolve an issue where the Delegation view was not displaying all delegates, the order in which the
delegate name formats are processed has been changed. (54921)

•

An issue with the calculation of the expected mailbox migration duration has been corrected. (55421)

•

An issue where Office365 mailboxes were marked as deleted due to failed PowerShell calls has been
resolved. In addition, the overall speed and error recovery of Office365 mailbox rationalization has been
significantly improved. (55862)

•

TLS 1.2 is now supported. (56269)

•

The following changes have been made to the Public Folders view to support envi ronments that have a
large number of folders:
o

The page displays the top two levels of the folders directory only and then loads and displays
subfolders as they are expanded in the view.

o

The right-click Refresh option updates the displayed folder from the Exchange Pro database. The
Refresh option no longer rationalizes the folder.

o

The Search feature only searches folders that have been expanded in the view.

(56710)
•

A new "Mailboxes & Public Folders" tab has been added to the O365 Forest Settings. This tab gives you
the ability to enable/disable rationalization of Mailboxes and/or Public Folders. Included Mailboxes can be
further filtered by entering a PowerShell query. Included Public Folders can be further filtered by entering
a list of full folder paths. (57624)

•

The Large Item Limit parameter now supports migrations to Exchange 2016 in addition to Exchange 2013
and Office 365. (57679)

•

An issue where servers/databases were sometimes excluded for On-Premises Forests has been resolved.
(58556)

•

An issue where Public Folder change detection would not detect content updates has been resolved.
(58818)

•

An issue where a MAPI session error was occurring on Public Folder workers has been resolved. (59103)
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•

An issue where the wrong PowerShell host was being used for the Public Folder rationalization process
has been resolved. (59208)

•

An issue where the worker was incorrectly deleting and moving Public Folder items to the target Recycle
Bin has been resolved. (59681)
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About Binary Tree
Binary Tree is a Microsoft Gold Partner for messaging, cloud productivity and application development and is
dedicated to and focused on enterprise transformations to Microsoft platforms. Since 1993, Binary Tree has
transformed more than 8,000 global clients and 42 million users, including 7.5 million users to Office 365. The
company is a globally preferred vendor for Office 365. Its headquarters is located outside of New York City with
global offices in France, Germany, Singapore, Sweden and the U.K. Its a ward-winning software and services help
companies modernize email, directories and applications by moving and integrating them to the Microsoft cloud.
The company’s business-first approach helps plan, move and manage the transformation process from end to end
so that clients can stay focused on their core businesses. Binary Tree’s experts deliver low-risk, successful IT
transformations. Visit www.binarytree.com for more information.
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